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% Usage: \contfC {Page #I <\col~colunn#)>
%
<\tiCtitle)>
(< . .> is optional)

SOME LAYOUT hlACROS
August Mohr

.

\def \contf#lC\def\TI<)\def

Editor's1u)t.c Theautharofthisnoteistheeditotof
CommUMXationa, an elabol.ateblaidoutnewletter
fot the UNIX cmmunih. Hb
p h Was
use his lagout m r o s to desc* themse1ues. But the
deadline arriued, before the numumi@....
So, for better or worse, here's a few macros that
you might find interesting. This one has a structure
that has been useful in several variations.
\def \by Xi\\ C\def \OFO\gdef \of ##I: :{\gdei
\OFC\uuslcip, <\it #1\/333
{\ragged 1000\hbox par size
C\uuskip\bf By #i\OF\par)))

This one can be used as either
\by Author N. h e \ \
\by Arthur N. h e s \ o f Groupth, Inc. : :\\
to produce a paragraph-form author-credit.
Note that the macro \of will redefine \OF when
it is used. Otherwise, \OF remains 0. \by is closed
with \\, and \of is closed with : :. (I'm not very
pleased with the : :\\ construction; at the time I
tried to do without braces B la Mike S p i d . )
The same general pattern is used in \cont and
\conti, which produce the "Continued on .. " and
"Continued from ... " references at the tops and
bottoms of columns. Of course, to get them at the
top or bottom, they have to be referenced by the
\output routine, but that's another subject. The
special thing about them, like \by above, is that they
have optional parts. They may be used in simple or
complex Ways 8uch a,

.

\COL{)\def \col##i<\gdef
\COLC\unskip, Column Mi))
\def \ti##l{\gdef \TIi\hbox to size{\hf il
\contiont ##i\strut\hfill))
\xdei \PG<#I)
\TI\hbox to size<\hfil\contfont
Continued from \PG\COL\strut\hfil))
Both \col and \ti are optional, and their order

is not important, but the page number should come
before them. If \ti is used, the result is two limes,
the first containing the "Titlen.
The really tricky part is \xdef \PG, which is given
the entire input parameter string, and allows \col
and \ t i , if they are present, to do their work of
redefining \COL and \TI.
These macros are most useful in output routines
or inside other macros, since it would be rare in .
straight text to know when and where the page will
break. The structure, however, is useful in many
cases.
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\contf{previow page\col3\tifi Simple Title))

The key to making the pieces optional, such as \col
and \ti,is that they are always given one argument,
which may have more than one part.
Here are the macros:
% \contfont is a font, 9pt italic.
% \strut is a m u l e of width 0 and
height and depm to match the fonb.
%

% Article continuation macros
\def \cont#l{\def \COLo\def \col#l{\gdef
\COLC\unskip, Column ##I33
\vekip2pt\hbor to sizeC\hfil
\contfont Continued on #l\COL\hfil))

IL o o t e r
I
In another issue, I'd like to describe how I get 'QjX
to do some of the trickier kinds of 3-colurnn layout.
In a page like this, pieces 3 and 4 must balance,
allowing for title (1)and the continuation line, and
their sines also depend on the length of article B.
In my solution, the output routine keeps changing the \vsize, and saving the pages in successive
\boxes. When the proper number of boxes have been
filled, it puts out the completely assembled page.
If there are other TUGboat readers who have
tried similar constructions, I'd like to hear from
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them. I'm also interested in corresponding with
people who'd like to use a layout schema like this
to help me get the macros to be less idiosyncratic.

--- Standard TeX fonts ---

%
\font
\font
\font
\font
\font
\font

A=life
H=halv
I=helv
J=halv
K=helv
Lshelv

at
at
at
at
at
at

9pt %
tOpt
8pt
6pt
5pt
9pt

*** Font under

teat

TESTING THE WIDTHS OF A FONT
Robert M. McClure
Unidot, Inc.
Communicated by August Mohr
This macro takes the characters of a font and
makes a string of 10 of them, then draws a box
around the string. The box's size is determined
by I]EX, from the font-metric file. The character
string is generated by the typesetter. When the
width is right, the box will match the characters,
but when the width is off, the box will show the
ditrerence. Using 10 characters in a row multiplies
the difference by 10, which makes it much easier to
be very accurate about the width.
The width file is based on a "design size" of 18pt,
so testing with a 9pt font means the error is only
multiplied by 5, relative to the width file.
Here's the flle "f ontest. x" :

\def \boxit#l<\vboxC\hrule
\hboxI\vnile #l\nule3\hrule33
\def \vborit#ii\hbox<\vrule

\vbox<Vuule\hbox(Wl~\hrule3\vrule33
\def\need#l<\vskip Xi minus lfil
\penalty O\vslcip -ti minus -1fil3

b s i z e 7in
\vsize gin
\maxdepth apt
\topbaseline 1Opt
\lineskip Opt
\parindent Opt
\parskip Opt

\def\vsk<\vslrip .in plus .lin>
\baselineskip Opt

\:A

>

\hbox<\:H life- 115
*** Name and number of font being tested
\vsk
\vsk \hbox<\x<002)\~<003~
\hbox<\x<000>\~€001~~
\hbox<\x<OO4>\x<OO5>~\oak \hbox<\x<OO6>\x€OO7))
\hbox<\x<OlO>\x<Oll~\vsk \hbox<\x<OlZ>\x~O13~
\vak \hbox<\x<Ol6~\x<Ol7>~
\hbox<\x<0143\~<015~
\hbox<\x<020)\~<02i)) \vsk \hbox<\x<O22)\d023>>
\hbox<\x<O24>\x<O25H \vrk \hbox<\r<026>\~<027))
\hbox<\x<030>\~€031~
\vsk \hbox<\x<032>\~<033))
\hboxC\x<034>\x<035~\vsk \hbox<\x<036>\~<037))
\vsk \hbox<\dO42>\~<043)>
\hbox<\x<040~\x<041~
\hbox<\x<044)\~€045H \vsk \hbox<\x<046>\~<047~
\hbox<\xiO50)\x<O51~ \vrk \hbox<\x<052>\~<053))
\hbox<\x<054>\~<055H
\hbox€\x<060>\~<061>~
\hbox<\x<064~\~€065H
\hbox<\x<O70>\~<071>>
\hbox<\xiO74>\x<O75H
\hbox<\x<lOO>\x<lOl~
\hbox<\x<lO4>\x<lO5~
\hbox<\x<1iO>\x<ill~
\hbox<\x<114>\~<115~
\hbox<\x<l203\x<l21~
\hbox<\r<l24>\~<125>>
\hbox<\x<l30>\x<l31~
\hbox<\x<l34)\x<l35H
\hboxi\~iiro)\x<iri>>
\hbox<b<l44>\x<i45H
\hbox<\di50~\~<151>>
\hbox<\x<i54)\~<15533
\hbox<\dl60>\x<l61)3
\hbox<\x<l64>\xCl6533
\hbox<\xi17o>\x<i7133
\hbox<\x<174)\~<1753>
\-ill
\eject
\end

%

